
NEEDED TOOLSNEEDED TOOLS

-  Non woven wallpaper paste
-  A cutter with a new blade
-  A stiff brush or a clean and dry cloth
-  A sponge & a bucket of water
- A pasting roll and/or a brush
- A carpenter’s level or a plumb line and a pencil
-  A roll of protection tape

WHITE & CLEAN WALL
To put up a wallpaper you need a white, flat, dry and clean 
wall. If your wall was upholstered, take off the old wallpaper, 
rub and wash the wall. Apply a primer paint.
If your wall was painted with gloss paint, rub and wash it and 
apply a primer paint.
Take off all switches, electrical outlet etc. before beginning 
the installation.

PROTECTION
Protect the zone where you will hang the wallpaper with protec-
tion tape. 

Draw a vertical line from the left corner of the wall, equal to 
the width of the first panel; use a carpenter’s level or a plumb 
line to help you. 

This mark will help you put up correctly you panel because of-
ten the corners and walls are not really straight!

This will need to be done for each panel.

Using the pasting brush or roll, apply generously the paste on 
the zone where you will put your panel.

For a perfect finish paste a bit larger than the zone.

Unlikely the classic wallpapers, you just need to put paste on 
the wall which helps manipulating the panels with precision. 

AT FIRSTAT FIRST

- Thanks for your order!
- Check the parcel received.
- Observe how the panels are connected one to the other and 
how they are placed in the room. To help you put up the walla-
paper, the panels have numbers (the n° 1 will be the first from 
left when you are looking at the wall). 

1. PREPARATION1. PREPARATION

2. REFERENCE LINES2. REFERENCE LINES

3. PASTING3. PASTING
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Unroll the panel from the ceilling to the floor. If you are not 
sure that the ceiling is completely straight, keep 2-3 extra cms 
of pattern on top.

Flatten from the top with a brush or a clean cloth from the 
center to the sides in order to drive out the air and the extra 
paste.
Don’t panic if some paste comes out from the panel or splash 
on it, you just need to clean it gently with a really clean and 
lightly humid sponge.

For the next panels just repeat these steps, be careful on how 
you connect the pattern.
Our paper doesn’t move when the paste dries: you need to 
paste each panel side to side without leaving any margin or 
overlap.

If you make a mistake, you can remove and put up again the 
panels while the paste isn’t completely dried.

Only after the paste is completely dry, cut what’s left of paper 
on top, bottom & sides. Use a sharp and clean cutter blade, 
take a new one if necessary.

4. PUTTING UP THE PANEL4. PUTTING UP THE PANEL

5. CUTTING5. CUTTING
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BRAVO,BRAVO,

YOU HAVE PUT UP YOUR DECOR,YOU HAVE PUT UP YOUR DECOR,

SEND US A PICTURE!SEND US A PICTURE!

If you have any question, contact us at:
contact@maisonlevy.fr


